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INTRODUCTION 
It has been recently proved, by Bensoussan and Lions (for a list of references, 
see [S]), that a number of problems of stochastic impulse control can be fitted 
into the frame of quasi-variational inequaZities (QVI), provided the corresponding 
solutions are sufficiently smooth. 
In the present paper (see also [5]) we shall deal with an elliptic QVI in a 
bounded domain, relative to an operator with constant coefficients and to 
homogeneous boundary data. The existence of a solution of this QVI has 
already been proved in a larger context by Bensoussan et al. [l]. By adopting 
the general framework described in [4], we shall prove the existence of a regular 
solution. Moreover, we shall show that our solution is the common limit of two 
monotone sequences of subsohtions and supersolutions (in the terminology of 
Tartar [12]). 
As a collateral result, we shall also prove the existence of regular solutions 
for a class of approximated QVI’s, also with the prospect of numerical utilization. 
1 
Let G denote a bounded open subset of Rn with a boundary aG of class C2. 
We define HI(G) as the completion of C’(n) with respect to the norm 
and H,,l(sZ) as the closure of C,,l(Q) in P(Q); we denote by H-l&?) the dual of 
H,l(G), and use the symbol (., .) for the duality pairing between elements of 
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those two spaces. We also define H2*v(SZ) as the completion of C?(a) with respect 
to the norm 
throughout this paper, p denotes a fixed real number such that 
p > max{l, n/2}. 
Hence, as a consequence of one of Sobolev’s inequalities H2**(sZ) has a compact 
inbedding into CO(Q). 
For v and w in EP(SZ) we set 
where the coefficients are real constants such that 
v being a suitable positive constant, and moreover 
c > 0. (2) 
Let us assume that the bilinear form a(v, w) is coercive on H:(9), i.e., 
4-4 4 2 01 IIv lI;qsa) for every v E H,1(sZ), 
where 01 is some positive constant. We denote by L the bounded linear operator 
from P(sZ) into H-l(Q) which is defined via the identity 
(Lv, w) = a(v, w) for every v E ZP(S2) and w E H;(Q). 
Given any function v E H01(s2) IT H2.p(SZ), we set 
W(v)] (x) = 1 + gf + + E), XEQ, 
X+EED 
and denote by Q(v) the following closed and convex subset of Ho1(52): 
Q(v) = (w E Hoi(Q); w < M(v) a.e. in Sz}. 
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We are interested in the existence of a solution u E H,,i(sZ) n H2*~(Q) of 
the QVI 
uEQ(U),a(u,w--)~(f,w--u) for every w E Q(u), (3) 
where 
f ELPP) (4) 
is given. 
In order that a solution u of (3) exist, it must be 
and therefore 
M(u) 3 0 on &0, 
u>--1 in 8. (5) 
This leads to a necessary condition for the solvability of (3), as follows. 
Let P denote the solution of the homogeneous Dirichlet problem 
ii E E&l(Q), Lu=f in G, (6) 
which belongs to H2,p(fi) by a classical regularity theorem. If there exists a 
solution u of (3), LZJ is a function in Lp(Q) which satisfies 
Lu <f a.e. in Q’; 
therefore, since (1) and (2) ensure the validity of the maximum principle, we 
have 
u<s in 8. (7) 
Thus, (5) and (7) yield 
z%>-1 in JJ 
as a necessary condition for the existence of u. 
On the other hand, it is well known (see, for instance, [IO]) that, given any 
function ZI E &l(G) n H2sp(s2) satisfying 
~2-1 in !Z, (8) 
so that Q(v) # 4, there exists a unique solution of the variational inequality 
zEQ(v),u(z,w--)>,(f,w--) for every w E Q(v). (9) 
We introduce the variational selection 
2: = S(v) 
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which maps any function ZI E H,,1(Q) n E@(Q) satisfying (8) into the solution 
z E H,l(Q) of (9). Hence, because of (5), any solution u of (3) is a fixed point of S, 
I.e., 
al = S(u), 
and vice versa. 
Let us now set 
g(x) = WI j$ f(x + 5)), XEQ, / X+SEQ 
and suppose that 
g E Lq2). (10) 
We define 
Co = {v E H,1(Q):f 2 Lu 3 g a.e. in 52). 
It is evident that C, is a convex, bounded and closed subset of P**(Q). More- 
over, it contains the solution u of (6), together with the solution 21 of 
21 E He?(Q), Lg =g in Q. (11) 
If u satisfies the inequality 
U>-1 in Q (12) 
then, again by the maximum principle, any ‘u E C, satisfies (8); in other words, 
(12) implies Q(V) # 4 for every ~1 E C, . Our main result is the following: 
THEOREM 1. Under the assumptions (4), (10) and (12), there exists a solution 
u E C, of problem (3). The sequence {S”(U)}& of the iterated solutions of (9) 
starting with v = E is contained in C, , is pointwise decreasing and converges 
weakly to u in H2-p(Q). Moreover, the sequence (Sk(g)}& of the iterated solutions 
of (9) starting with v = g is contained in C, , is pointwise increasing and converges 
weakly to u in H2*p(Q). 
The uniqueness of the solution u follows from the equivalence of (4) with a 
stochastic problem (see [S]) f or which the uniqueness of the solution is guaran- 
teed; proofs of uniqueness based directly on (4) have been recently given by 
Brezis, Laetsch and Tartar, as mentioned in [l], [8], and [12], respectively. 
In order to state our second result, we extend any measurable function h 
defined a.e. in Q to the whole n-dimensional space, by means of 
ii = la in Q 
=o in W\Q. 
Given any t E IP, we write 
h”,(x) = 4x + 6) for a.e. x E FP. 
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Thus, for every v E H,1(Q) n H2*p(Q), we also have 
[Jqv)l(4 = 1 + g%(x), XEB. 
, 
Now let F be any family of vectors f E R”, 6 >, 0. Given a function 
a E H,l(fJ) n fP~P(Q), we set 
and 
[MF(v)] (4 = 1 + inf@, &f%(x)}, XEQ 
OF(v) = {w E H,l(Q): w < MF(v) a.e. in Q2>; 
again, QF(v) # 4 if v satisfies (8). 
We consider the problem of finding a solution uF E &l(Q) n fP*~(Q) of the 
QVI 
UF 6 QF(UF)> +F 3 w - UF) 3 (f, 2-u - 4 for every w E Qp(uF). (13) 
It S, denotes the variational selection which maps any v E H,l(Q) n H2*p(Q) 
such that QF(v) # + into the solution zF of the variational inequality 
XF E QF(V), a(XF , w - XF) 3 (f, w - ZF) for every w E&(v), (14) 
the solutions of (13) are the fixed point of S, . 
We call maximal solution of (13) a function iiF such that 
% = SF&)> 
zcF 3 uF for every uF = SF(uF); 
we call minimal solution of (13) among all solutions >,_u a function 2~~ that verifies 
&F = SF(-UF), -uF b !!, 
and is such that 
We have: 
for every uF = S,(u,), uF > g. 
THEOREM 2. Let F be any $nite family of vectors [ E fP, 4 3 0, such that 
F 3 (0). If (4), (10) and (12) are sa&ed, then there exists a solution uF E C,, of (13). 
The sequence {SFB(ii)} of the iterated solutions of (14) starting with v = B is 
contained in C,, , is pointwise decreasing and converges weakly in H2*p(Q) to the 
maximal solution iiF of (13); moreover, the sequence {SFr(_u)} of the iterated solutions 
of (14) starting with v = u is contained in C,, , is pointwise increasing and converges 
weakly in H2*g(R) to the minimal solution gF of (13) among all solutions &. 
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Finally, considering the set F of all finite families F as in Theorem 2 partially 
ordered by inclusion, we have 
THEOREM 3. Under assumptions (4), (lo), and (12), the solution u of problem 
(3) is the weak limit in H2-~(Q) of the directed families {QFEF and (z+),,~ with 
iiF and gF dejined as above. 
2 
In the next lemma we shall use the following property: If 8’ is a smoothly 
bounded domain of W, and ;f vl .,. v,, are functions in H’*p(Q’), then 
L(infi,i..., vi) is a measure in sz’ satisfying 
L( inf vi) > inf Lvi in 9. 
i=I.. .n i=l...rn (13 
LEMMA 1. Let F be any jinite of vectors 6 E W, .$ 2 0, such that F 3 (0). If 
v E H,‘(Q) n H2~~(Q), then L(M,(v)) is a measure in 52 satisfying 
L(M,(v)) > inf{O, ini(&&} in J2. (16) 
Proof. Given any positive number E < 1, let 
Denote by 0, the set (X E Q: V(X) < -E>, open because any v E H”*p(Q) is 
continuous on 0. The strict inclusions 
ur c a, c CT,/2 c G,,2 c Q 
hold the last one due to v = 0 on X3’. Thus the two open sets 
and 
Q,’ = L? n u (u,,~ - PEF 4 
yield an open covering of Q, i.e., 
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Let us estimate L(MF6( I’)) in each QE, i = 1, 2. 
(a) In Q,e we have 6* > --E for every [ EF; consequently, MFc(v) E 1 - E, 
and 
L(M$(W)) = c(l - E) 3 0 in Ly. (17) 
(b) Let x0 be any point of QzG. To x0 there corresponds the nonempty set 
so that 
F-cc,, = 15 EF: xo E 0,/z - 51, 
x0 E n h2 - 09 x0 4 u (% - 0 
SEFQ W\Fczo 
By (18) there exists an open ball B(x,) centered at x0 such that 
and 
Hence, 
MFE(ca) = 1 + inf(-e, inf v”<) in 
f@Zo WO). (191 
On the other hand, the restriction 6, lBceO) of 6( to B(x,) belongs to H2*p(B(x,,)) 
for every 5 E Fzo , since, as x varies in B(x,), x + 5 varies in u~,~ C Q, and 
E*(x) = w(x + E). w e can therefore apply (15) to the present case, thus obtaining 
W t W--E, &f $ IB~,)~ 
co 
3 c + in+-cc, &f L(f$ lBh,))l (20) 
70 
Since L has constant coefficients, we have 
L(v”, lB(qF,)) = &h hq,) for every [ E Fzo; 
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Due to the arbitrary choice of x,, in QzE, (22) holds true with B(x,) replaced by 
QzE. Thus, taking (17) into consideration, 
L(M,‘(v)) 3 inf{-cc, i$(&)<} in 9. (23) 
In (23) we let E -+ 0: MPG(w) converges to M,(a) in H1(Q) (see [6]), and there- 
fore L(M,c(w)) converges to L(M,(v)) in H-l(Q). Since the inequality is pre- 
served in the limit we find that L(M,(v)) is a measure in 52, and (16) holds 
true. 1 
Lemma 1 is instrumental in proving 
LEMMA 2. The set CO introduced in the previous section is stable with respect to 
S, , i.e., 
SF(G) c Gl 9 (24) 
for any jinite family F as in Lemma 1. 
Proof. Let v be any fixed element of C, and let zF be the solution of (14). 
According to an inequality by Lewy and Stampacchia [7] (see also [ll, 131) we 
have 
f 3 LZF b inflf, L(M&))) 
Hence, due to (16), 
f 3 L~F >, Wf, 0, &@4A 
Since v E C, , for every 5 E F we have 
(Gh >, jE >, g in 
and consequently 
f >/LZF >,g in 
Thus, zF E C,, , which yields (24). 





LEMMA 3. The set CO is stable with respect to S, i.e., 
S(C,) c c, . (25) 
Proof. Let ZI E C, , and let F be the set of all finite families as above, partially 
ordered by inclusion. Given any F, E F, we denote by TFO the weak closure in 
~2~~(Q) of the set ~~~~~~~~~ Cd, with zF = S,(U); since C,, is weakly compact 
in H2,p(SZ), it follows from Lemma 2 that TF, 2 C, . Moreover, the family 
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{ TFO: F,, E F} has the finite intersection property, since TFO n TF; 3 zFOVF; for 
any F, , F,,’ in F. Hence, there exists x in C, such that z E nFoEP TFO; thus, 
since H2*~(SZ) has a compact imbedding into Co@), z belongs to the strong 
closure in CO(a) of uFEF,FzF, {xF} for every F, E F. 
Let us prove that z = S(V). Indeed, let to E W be any vector 20, and set 
F, = {0, fob>. For every F 2 F, we have 
XF(X) G pf&)l (x) < 1 + qx + too), XCQ, 
and consequently, 
X(X) < 1 + qx + to), XEB. 
Since to was arbitrary, we have 
44 d Pwl(4 for all x E 0. 
Now let w be any element of Q(D), so that 
w < M(u) < M&f) 
for every FE F; thus 
4% , w - ZF) 2 (f, w - G). 
(26) 
The set (5 E Co: a(c, w - 5) 3 (f, w - [)} being weakly closed in Hz**(Q), we 
obtain 
a&, w - x> 2 (f, w - z), 
which yields x = 5’(z)), due to the arbitrariness of w in Q(V) and to (26). 
3 
Before passing to the proof of Theorem 1, we need yet another lemma, 
which can be formulated, in the terminology of [4], by saying that Q is (L - f)- 
continuous in Co in the weak topology of H2*~(Q). 
hmfA 4. Let the sequence {(Q , .z3},“=, C co X Co, with zk = S(Q), 
converge weakly in H2.“(J2) x H2v’(Q) to (v, z). Then: 
(9 z 6 Q(u); 
(ii) given any w E Q(w), for every k there exists wle in the closure of Q(Q) in 
Ll”(Q), p’ = p/Q - I), such that 
$z j++ (Is, - f) (wk - w) dx = 0. (27) 
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Proof. By the compact imbedding of H***(Q) into Co@), {Q}& and {z~}~~~ 
are two sequences of continuous functions on D which converge uniformly to v 
and z, respectively. 
The assertion (i) of the lemma is thus an immediate consequence of the 
following continuity property of the map M: 
If {nlc}& is in CO(a) and converges to v in CO(a), then {M(v,)}~~, is also in 
CO(o) and converges to M(v) in CO(a). 
Let us prove first that M(v) E CO(o). L e x’,x”ED and 5’20, y>,O be t 
such that x’ + t’ E Q, xn + 5” E 0 and 
CM(v)1 (x’) = 1 + v(x’ + t’), 
[M(v)] (x”) = 1 + v(x” + P). 
Clearly, we have 
v(x’ + 5’) - f(XU + E’) < pqv)l (x’> - WWI (x”) 
< 7(x’ + ty) - 2(x” + 5”); 
therefore, the uniform continuity of v on 0 implies the continuity of M(v) on 0. 
Similarly, M(r+J E Co(D) for all K. 
Let us now prove that {M(v,)}~=‘=, converges to M(v) uniformly on DE. For 
every x ~a and k = 1, 2,..., there exist E >, 0 and & >, 0, such that x + E ~a, 
PWJ)] (4 = 1 + 4x + 0, 
Pqv,)] (4 = 1 + %(X + a. 
For every k, we have 
where 
4(X) = v(x + ‘5) - %(X + 0, 
&(‘4 = 4% + ck) -- %(X + 572. 
Since (v~}& converges to v uniformly on 0, for any E 
such that for all k > k(c) we have 
: > ? there exists k(E) 
(29) 
(30) 
for all x ED. The inequalities (29) and (30), by taking (28) into account, imply 
that M(vlJ converges uniformly to u on B as k -+ + CO. 
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Let us conclude the proof of the lemma by proving (ii). Since w E H,1(sZ) C 
Lp’(s2) and M(v,) E Co@), the function 
We = inf{w, M(z+J) 
belongs to LJ”(&?) and verifies 
wk < M(vk) a.e. in J2 
for every K. Therefore, wK belongs to the closure of Q(vk) in Lp’(s2). Since 
Lx, -f ELP(SZ), the integral in (27) makes sense for all k. On the other hand, 
{M(v~)};C~=~ converges to M(u) in P(o), h ence {wk}km_r converges to the function 
inf(w, M(v)} = w strongly in LP’(sZ). Thus (27) holds. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1. The existence of a solution u E Co is a consequence of 
Theorem 3 in [4], once Lemmas 3 and 4 have been taken into account. 
As for the function S”(U), they all belong to Co because of Lemma 3; moreover, 
a comparison Lemma (see [3]) ensures 
Sk@) < Sk-l(u), 
i.e., {S’i(~)}~~o=, is a pointwise decreasing sequence of a functions in the bounded 
set Co C EPp(SZ). The weak limit of {S”(U)}~=~ in EP’(Q) is necessarily a solu- 
tion of (3), as can be easily verified by applying Lemma 4; by the uniqueness of 
this solution, such a limit is U. 
Analogous considerations can be made about {Sk(_u)}&, thus completing 
the proof. 1 
4 
Going back to the case of any finite family F E F, we first have 
LEMMA 5. Let the sequence {(vb , zk)}‘& C Co x C,, , with z, = SF(vlc), 
converge weakly in Hz*“(G) x H2+2) to (v, x). Then: 
(i) z E Q&4 ; 
(ii) given any w E Qp(v), for every k there exists wk E QF(vk) such that 
li+li(LXk - f, Wk - w) = 0 
Proof. (i) In P(G) we have 
z = pt Xk < p5 AI&,) = Mp(v). 
(ii) The function 
wk = inf{w, MF(vk)} 
clearly satisfies all required properties. 1 
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Now we can proceed to the 
Proof of Theorem 2. The existence of a solution uF E C, is again a conse- 
quence of Theorem 3 in [4], thanks to Lemmas 2 and 5. 
As for the sequence {SF”(~)}~=r , it is contained in C, because of Lemma 2. 
Due to the comparison lemma mentioned above, it is pointwise decreasing, and 
its weak limit tip in P,“(S), which is a solution of (13) because of Lemma 5, 
has the property of maximality among all solutions of (13). 
Let us remark that the comparizon lemma also yields 
SF,(a) < SF(G) in Q, 
for F’ 1 F, F and F’ in F; hence, by recurrence, 
u,, < CF in f2. (31) 
The statement about {SF”(~)}pzr can be proved analogously. U 
Proof of Theorem 3. As in the proof of Lemma 3, let us consider the set 
TF, , F,, E F, putting zF = u;;; in other words, TF o is the weak closure in H2*p(S2) 
of the set 
Denoting by v an element of the nonempty set nFOEF TFO , we have that, for any 
fixed F, in F, B is the weak limit in H2,p(SZ) and therefore the pointwise limit 
ina of a sequence (~7~~)~~~ , Fk 3_ F, , as follows from a lemma due to Kaplansky. 
From (31) which gives ~~~ < tiF, in 0 for every K, it follows that 
in A? for every F, E F; (32) 
moreover, from the inequality 
which holds true for every 5, E F,, , we obtain 
c-“(x) < 1 + qx + &I), XELI. 
Because of the arbitrariness of [,, , the above inequality implies 
5 < M(C) in iLi. 
Now let w be any element of Q(c). F rom (32) it follows that w EQ~(~&-F) for 
every FE F; since or, == S,(U~), the inequality 
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holds true for every FE F. Therefore, we find 
Lz(5, w - 6) 3 (f, w - v) for every w E Q(V), 
i.e., 6 = S(V); hence, 
by the uniqueness of the solution of problem (3). 
The statement about {zJ~}~~~ canbe proved analogously. 1 
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